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Medical Insight: 3 Parent Babies

How three parent babies will be born through
IVF and Surrogacy in the future!
India and its Doctors has always been at
the forefront of ground breaking medical
procedures and research especially in
the field of Assisted reproduction and Surrogacy.

"Genetic diseases are a group of hereditary abnormalities due to a mutation in
the mother's mitochondria, these diseases can affect one part of the body or
multiple parts including the brain, kidneys, muscles, heart, eyes, and ears”.
According to conservative estimates
thousands of children across the world
are born each year with a mitochondrial
disorder including mental retardation,
epilepsy, cardiovascular disease and

muscular dystrophy etc. Many unable to
go past the first few months of infancy
and succumbing to the genetic condition”.
What this relatively simple technique will
do is to take only the healthy genetic
material from the embryo of a woman
with defective mitochondria and a second embryo is then stripped of its key
DNA but still retains its healthy mitochondria. Finally, the fertilized embryo is
placed in the womb of the mother.

This is excellent news for families with
mitochondrial disease. This will give
women who carry these diseased
genes more reproductive choices!
earlier they had no choice but to
opt for an egg donor.
The notion that a child will be born
with DNA matching three parents is
incorrect as the donor egg that is
left stripped of its DNA contains no
genetic material that will influence
the child's physical Traits”
Of course this procedure needs to
be Legislated in parliament and
should be allowed to be practiced
however some orthodox groups
have already called the practice
unethical and risky and say it will
lead to the birth of “designer babies” and with the growing popularity of IVF and surrogacy this debate is
here to stay!

~ Dr Samit Sekhar
Program Director- IVF & Surrogacy,
Masters of Men’s Health &
Andrology, MBBS
Follow Dr. Samit Sekhar’s Blog here:
http://surrogacydoctor.blogspot.in/

Parent Focus: Carlos
It has been more than 5 years since we wanted to achieve
a dream: become fathers. Life had decided that we had to
go through different experiences until make the step to
write to different clinic and get rapidly in touch with Kiran
Infertility Center (KIC)... Their disposition, their clarity and
all those small details made the difference to choose
them… But the biggest difference came in April 2012, last
year, when we both stared at the picture of Miquel and
Daniela, two recent baby twin born, of a Spanish gay couple with which KIC put us in touch to share their experience months ago. KIC made their dream come true, why
not for us? So, by the end of July 2012 we flew to Hyderabad full of hope, illusion and emotion. 5 unforgettable
days... How could we forget our first meeting with Dr.
Samit and Anjani full of respect and shyness? What about
the city: full of history, contrast, a melt of religions, noise,
colors and people smiling all day long no matter what…
Days after we were back home. Then, we received a mail
from Anjani explaining that the implantation of our first
embryos had been done after fertilization. Days seemed
years, until one Wednesday afternoon of October, Anjani
prudently wrote us that our beta value was high enough to

be possibly pregnant… At this moment, everything
changed... We couldn´t wait to project ourselves in our
new life and wondering: are they two? Just one? A boy? A
girl? Luckily, Anjani confirmed us soon that we were pregnant of one. The countdown just began… Days after days,
weeks after weeks Anjani kept in touch with us through
pictures and video where we could see our future baby
growing and ensure that the surrogate was well…
When on Thursday May 2nd, Anjani told us that 24 to 48
hours were remaining for the baby to be born we just
cried. The baby we had been waiting for years was just
about to come. We flew to Hyderabad for the second time
and discovered the same city: from sunrise to sunset, people in the street, cars, noise, colors and smiles… a lot of
smiles… One of those was the one of our baby: Alba Citlali
was sleeping so peacefully waiting for us with a smile on
her mouth. But how could you be so grateful to Dr. Samit
and Anjani for all this work accomplished? Dr. Samit has
the ability and humility to give life and Anjani to be the
frame of all this magic managing all the steps of the process. Together they just had made our dream come true.
So are those two words enough? THANK YOU?

“The DREAMS, COLORS and SMILES…In the end… It is said that the beauty of a place is not made by the landscape
but by the people that give life to it. For this adventure, the beauty of this dream is full of color and people smiling. To Dharani– our surrogate, Dr. Samit, Anjani, Mr. Singh, Saji and the team , THANKS for making our lives a
colorful smiley DREAM.”
But more than a dream, we also wanted
to thank them for so many lessons they
have been giving us and that we would
be proud to teach to Alba Citlali. Anjani,
we learnt from you the respect of others´ work, as each person has its way to
work: you were so effective, you never
stopped to be here even if we didn’t
saw you, we knew you were acting. Dr.
Samit, we would love Alba to have your
humility: you treat each case with hope
and do your best to make family dreams
come true. But our stay would not have
been so unforgettable without the hospitality of each person we met there. In
the Hotel, we were received every day
with so much distinction, always with a
smile and asking for Alba. Finally, we
would love to see Alba surrounded by so
much colors and be smiling all day long
as all the people we met no matter who
they were...

Donor Focus: Shane
Trivia!
Lonely Planet
recently
released
the
Best in Travel
2013 - Top 10
cities in which
our
cit y-

Hyderabad
is up there on

No.

3!

Cheers!
Source:

http://

www.lonelyplanet.c
om/themes/best-intravel-2013/top-10cities/?affil=fb-fan

Hyderabad, India! What a beautiful city! At first I
thought it was the jet-lag that was making me feel
spaced-out but in retrospect it was the initial introduction to the intensity of India - the overwhelming heat in summers, the crowds, the beauty and
its rich history. I went to India, really excited about
the very first trip I took so far from home, expecting the worst. Scared and confused, not only
about being an egg donor, but also where to go?
Luckily the people from Hyderabad welcomed me
with open arms, friendly smiles and I felt right at
home in the Hotel.
I met some people from different countries, Europe and Australia. We visited some interesting
places in Hyderabad such as the “new city”, Hi-tech
city, Google and other companies. My favourite

place that we visited was the Hard Rock Café, with
all the different legendary musician’s photos and
instruments. I loved the shopping centre, it really
was a bliss to shop and shop and shop. The only
thing I regret was not buying myself a “sari”?
The food and my stay at the hotel were amazing. I
really can’t get over the fact that the people are
always so nice and friendly! And then there is the
“tuktuks”, the bikes and scooters where the drivers
(and passengers) is not wearing helmets… One
night, Anjani took me out to see what the night
life in India is like, I enjoyed it so much and by
00:00 it was time to go home, I didn’t want to
leave. My overall experience of India was really
great, and I might visit again in the future.

“The doctors and staff at Kiran Infertility Center were very accommodative, and treated me like I was
their only patient. On my last day, I was happy to come back to South Africa, but satisfied that I have
a whole new bunch of memories made to last a lifetime.“

Hot Spot: Golkonda Fort

Originally a mud fort founded by the Kakatiya
Kings of Warangal during the 13th century, Golconda attained glory under the Qutub Shahi
dynasty (1518 to 1687). This is where the priceless
Kohinoor diamond was found. One of the famous forts of India, an added attraction here is
an enchanting sound & light show in the evenings. One of the most interesting look of Golconda Fort is its system of acoustics. The sounds
of hands clapped at the entry gate can be
heard clearly at 'Bala Hissar', the highest point, a
kilometre away!
The fort, on an isolated granite hill, rises about
400 feet above the surrounding plain. The contours of the fort blend with those of the hill. Nowadays the ruins have a desolate majesty in the
midst of an arid plain. The granite crenellated

wall is approximately 7 KM in circumference with
a deep trench. The walls' thickness ranges from
17 to 34 feet and is broken by 87 semi circular
bastions which are 50 to 60 feet high.
The fort has 8 gates or Darwazas as they are
called locally, the main gate being Fateh
Darwaza [Gate of Victory]. The door is 13 feet
wide and 25 feet high and studded with steel
spikes to protect it from charging elephants. The
fort also includes a palace, a mosque, a parade
ground, and an armoury besides many other
buildings. You can enjoy Golconda Fort with the
sound and light, the show that brings the legend
of Golconda to life. People gather to see and
hear this show in the evening.

Team Focus: Satvinder Singh
Manager– Logistics
The newest addition to the team,
Mr Satvinder Singh looks after the administration at the hospital and is responsible
for overall maintenance. He looks after the
nuances; makes sure that all the required
government records are updated and certifications/ licenses are renewed on time.
He also makes sure that the hotel bookings
are done on time and the stay at guest
houses are comfortable. A person with a
big heart and a big smile!
This is also to announce the appointment of
a new Case Manager Mr Ranbeer Singh,
who will also be helping Intended Parents
with the process.

Quote: To

decide to be
a parent?

Statistics these 2 months:
20 New Intended Parents joined our program

18 International Intended Parents visited KIC
8 Caucasian donors inducted.
9 Indian donors inducted

50 Embryo transfers carried out .
24 Pregnancies. 8 Births

Some Happy Moments
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